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Preferred operation: Operations that need an all-around processor to perform a
variety of applications.
Key strengths: Feeding or bedding. Distribute a consistent, uniform windrow of
crop along the bunk line or out in the pasture. Also used for spreading bedding
across dirt lots or pastures.
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Preferred operation: Operators who need to get up and over feed bunks
or distribute material at long ranges in both cattle operations and erosion
control applications.
Key strengths: Processing and distributing forage materials consistently
and accurately at long distances (up to 100 ft [30.5 m]).
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Meet the BPX9010 bale processor. This workhorse combines simplicity,
durability and versatility — an all-around processor ready to perform

BPX9010 BALE PROCESSOR

SELF-CLEANING
POSITION

MANUAL-CLEANING
POSITION

a variety of applications. Distribute a consistent, uniform windrow of
crop along the bunk line or out in the pasture. Also, spread bedding with
consistency and accuracy at ranges up to 50 ft (15.2 m). The BPX9010

ROTOR

eases the processing of bales.

4

3

Simplicity. Load, operate and maintain it with ease. Go to the field ready to
process bales smoothly and consistently.
Durability. A robust, heavy-duty and reliable bale processor that’s ready to
help maximize productivity and prolong machine life.
5

Versatility. Process round or large square bales of varying qualities, and

6

distribute material where and how you want it.
3

The BPX9010 is designed to meet the needs of operators who want

Cutting twine off the rotor has been among the most hated jobs, until now. The rotor cleaner attachment
can be moved on the cut control bars to help reduce the excessive net and twine on the rotor. Operators

productivity and ease of operation. Operators who want to distribute

can access the rotor from the left side of machine by simply opening the side door.

consistent and uniform windrows, reach tight spots along the bunk line or
4

spread bedding evenly and consistently. Operators who demand ease of

on the machine. Plus, the robust T-style tongue frame has no welds or gussets at high stress points and is

maintenance so they can get back to work. It’s a workhorse bale processor

bolted high on the tub, which offers enhanced durability.

that’s tough enough to keep up with your operation.

2
1
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Process large square bales with the optional powered sidewall

BALE PROCESSORS

2

5

into the rotor — reducing the need to reverse rotation.

the bale to the right-hand side of the processor, and the movable

Heavy-duty sprockets and chains allow misshaped bales to be

wall repositions so you can process large square bales. Now

processed smoothly. Split shafts let you perform maintenance

your round bale processor has enough control to process large

without removing the entire bed.

The new toolless cut control bar design allows dual adjustments to be made for increased aggression
and is accessible from outside the machine. Ten different settings allow producers to be in control of

The slat-and-chain bale rotation design feeds bales consistently

kit and the optional straight fork kit. Offset loader forks position

square bales evenly and consistently, as well.

1

A vertical bale lift system helps make it quicker and more convenient to load bales and can reduce stress

processing speed and material size.

6

An offset rotor pulls material through for consistent feeding and helps prevent uncontrolled fall-through
when slowing down the machine. Process whole bales of varying shapes (with a powered sidewall kit)
and qualities to produce uniform windrows, hit tight spots along the bunk line or spread bedding evenly
up to 50 ft (15.2 m).
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The Final Cut™ FPX9000 bale processor combines cutting
consistency, speed and versatility to provide true fine-cut capability

FINAL CUT™ FPX9000 BALE PROCESSOR

and a rapid processing time. Control when you process feed and
produce an optimal material size for feed-mixing purposes to help
increase feed efficiency in your cattle.
4

3

The FPX9000 delivers a consistent, average cut length of 1.25 in-4 in
(3.2 cm-10.2 cm) by passing through multiple cutting points. Putting
60 knives on each rotor provides an optimal amount of contact with
the bale to produce a consistent cut length from start to finish. This
allows for fast mixing with a TMR, as well as smaller particle size to
aid feed efficiency in your cattle.

5

Process the amount of feed you want, when you need it. And with

6

the optional automatic bale feed system, you can help improve
the efficiency of processing the bales. The FPX9000 is ready for

3

windrow or bunk feeding — or processing material into a bunker

True fine-cut capability. The primary rotor initially cuts pieces of crop from the bale before delivering it to the
high-speed rotor for further chopping before sending it back through the primary rotor and ejecting it from the

or other storage item for mixing rations later. Plus, an optional

machine. These multiple touch points provide consistency of cut size throughout the entire bale, which speeds

powered sidewall gives you the versatility to process round or

up mixing in a TMR and aids in better feed efficiency of your cattle.

square bales.

4

Lessen the chance of unprocessed crop being fed through the machine with durable intermeshing knives
on both the primary and high-speed rotors. These components produce consistent processed material and

Cutting consistency for feed efficiency. Consistent speed for quick

help reduce twine and net buildup.

processing. With the FPX9000, you have final say over how the job
5

gets done.

2

Bales are consistently fed into the primary rotor, reducing the need to reverse the bale rotation.
The slat-and-chain bale rotation design allows for convenient maintenance without the need to remove
the entire rotation bed and can help reduce the need to replace bushings and bearings.

1

The FPX9000 is ready for windrow or bunk feeding — or processing material

2

into a bunker or other storage item for mixing rations later. An optional
powered sidewall allows you to process large square bales as well as big
round bales.
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Delivers a majority of the crop
in a cut length of 1.25 in-4 in

1

(3.1 cm-10.2 cm) by passing

6

Dual direct-drive gearboxes provide even distribution of power to the rotors of the machine. This design
helps deliver durability while minimizing maintenance.

through multiple cutting points.
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CATAPULT CPX9000 BALE PROCESSOR
®

The Catapult® CPX9000 bale processor gives operators the ability to
process and distribute forage materials smoothly, consistently and
accurately at long distances, making it ideal for multiple applications.

Replaceable,
abrasionresistant
steel liner

This machine has the power to throw forage material up to 100 ft
(30.5 m) in order to get up and over feed bunks in a cattle operation

4

3

or for land reclamation and erosion-control purposes.
95 in (241.3 cm)

The CPX9000 also has the versatility to process round or square
bales, adjust throw distances, control how the spout is angled and

90º
13 ft (4 m)

how the crop is distributed.

26º

What’s more is that the performance and ease of use of an automatic
bale feed system provides smooth material feeding with limited
operator assistance.

TRACTOR
CAB

It’s clear that the CPX9000 offers a high standard in power,

5

versatility and ease of operation. Plus, the simplicity, durability and
ease of maintenance is something operators have come to expect

3

from Vermeer.

processing contamination-filled material like cornstalks.

1

The automatic bale feed system

4

helps optimize productivity

2

and provides smooth material
feeding through automatic slow

8|2020

system provides consistent material

mitigate tough processing conditions.

common with non-direct feed systems.

rotor rpm. All this makes it more
convenient for the operator to

tractor cab. Use hydraulic control alone or in conjunction with reversible bale rotation to help

helps reduce inconsistent material flow

a consistent operating PTO and

Optional hydraulic cut control bar kit lets the operator make cut length adjustments from the

Direct feed from a dual-fan blower
flow from the tub to the spout — which

down or speed up to maintain

1

Replaceable, abrasion-resistant steel liners provide durability, especially needed when

5

Hydraulic controls provide the operator the ability to choose how the spout is angled and how
the crop is distributed. Operators have the ability to change the angle of the deflector up to 90°,
making it ideal for curbside applications.

2

manage the feeding system.
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BPX9010 OPTIONAL FEATURES

10 ft (3 m)



Two hydraulic remote kits

Transport width

8.2 ft (2.5 m)

8.4 ft (2.6 m)

8.4 ft (2.6 m)



Operation width

11.2 ft (3.4 m)

12 ft (3.7 m)

19.8 ft (6 m)

Scale kit



Weight

5240 lb (2376.8 kg)

6280 lb (2848.6 kg)

7460 lb (3383.8 kg)

Material containment kit

Drawbar weight

1480 lb (671.3 kg)

1900 lb (861.8 kg)

2500 lb (1134 kg)



Powered sidewall kit



Square bale fork kit



Front discharge curtain



Hydraulic cut control bar kit

TRA CTO R R EQU I REM ENTS
Minimum PTO horsepower

85 hp (63 kW)

110 hp (82 kW)*

110 hp (82 kW)*

Recommended PTO horsepower

100 hp (75 kW)

150 (112 kW)

150 hp (112 kW)

Maximum PTO horsepower

210 hp (157 kW)

210 hp (157 kW)

210 hp (157 kW)

PTO speed

1000 rpm

1000 rpm

1000 rpm

FPX9000 OPTIONAL FEATURES

Hydraulics type

3 double-acting

3 double-acting

2 double-acting



Extra cut control bars kit

Hydraulic pressure

2000 psi (137.9 bar)

2000 psi (137.9 bar)

2000 psi (137.9 bar)



Flotation tires — 16.5L-16.1SL 6 SofTrac II

Hydraulic flow rate

8 gpm (30.3 L/min)

10 gpm (37.9 L/min)

15 gpm (56.8 L/min)



Hydraulic cut control bar kit



Scale kit



Automatic bale feed system kit



Material containment kit



Powered sidewall kit
Square bale fork kit

G ENERA L SPECI FI CATI ONS
Axle adjustment

12 in (30.5 cm) each axle

12 in (30.5 cm) each axle

12 in (30.5 cm) each axle

Bale rotation

3 roller chains with bolt-on cross slat

3 roller chains with bolt-on cross slat

3 roller chains with bolt-on cross slat

Bale size capacity

(2) bales, 6 ft x 5 ft (1.8 m x 1.5 m)

(2) bales, 6 ft x 5 ft (1.8 m x 1.5 m)

(2) bales, 6 ft x 5 ft (1.8 m x 1.5 m)

Bale weight capacity

2500 lb (1134 kg)

2500 lb (1134 kg)

2500 lb (1134 kg)

Blower

NA

NA

(2) 38.6 in (98 cm) blower fans (1500
rpm front and 1000 rpm rear)



Cut control bar adjustment

Hand lever with 5 settings, plus an
additional high/low setting

Hand lever with 5 settings

Hand lever with 5 settings

CPX9000 OPTIONAL FEATURES

Cut control bar quantity

7

7

7



Extra cut control bars kit

Discharge direction

Right hand

Right hand

Right and left hand, a 260º rotation



Hydraulic cut control bar kit

Flail description

7/16 in (1.1 cm) x 5-9/16 (14.1 cm)
in tempered spring

Dual 1/4 in (0.6 cm) blade
x 5-1/2 in (14 cm)

7/16 in (1.1 cm) x 5-9/16 (14.1 cm)
in tempered spring



Material containment kit

Flail drum diameter

26.8 in (68.1 cm)

26.8 in (68.1 cm)

26.8 in (68.1 cm)



Camera kit

Flail drum length

78 in (198.1 cm)

78 in (198.1 cm)

78 in (198.1 cm)



High-wear resistance liner

Flail drum speed

1000 rpm

1500 rpm

1000 rpm

Flail quantity

30

60

30

High-speed rotor flail description

NA

3/16 in (0.5 cm) x 6-11/32 in (16.1 cm)
in reversible knives

NA

High-speed rotor diameter

NA

22.2 in (56.4 cm)

NA

High-speed rotor length

NA

75.2 in (191 cm)

NA

High-speed rotor speed

NA

3000 rpm

NA

High-speed rotor flail quantity

NA

60

NA

Hitch jack

5000 lb (2268 kg)

5000 lb (2268 kg)

7000 lb (3175.1 kg)

Horizontal spread distance

Up to 50 ft (15.2 m)

Up to 40 ft (12.2 m)

Up to 100 ft (30.5 m)

Safety chain kit

10,000 lb (4535.9 kg)

10,000 lb (4535.9 kg)

10,000 lb (4535.9 kg)

Spout length

NA

NA

7.9 ft (2.4 m)

and learn more about industry trends, lifestyle topics and products at

SPRING 2018

4

SUMMER 2018

ALL IN A DAY’S WORK

UNVEILING THE ZR5
A Behind-the-Scenes look at the
Vermeer ZR5 Self-Propelled Baler

Why Tom
Schwinn
Switched

to the Vermeer
Simple Process.
TM1410 Trailed
Tough Processor.
Mower

Meet the BPX9010 BALE PROCESSOR.

THE VERMEER WAY

Prototype Shown

Forage innovations for your cattle operation

NA

NA

0° to 90° down

Spout rotation

NA

NA

260°

Tire size – standard

14L x 16.1FL

14L x 16.1FL

16L–16.1SL 6 SofTrac II

Torque protection – driveline

Shear bolt

Shear bolt

2 shear hubs

Building a
Custom Hay
Operation?

ALL IN A DAY’S WORK

WHY JEFF JONES
SWITCHED
to the 504R
Premium baler

An All-Star Lineup
Of High-Performance Balers

Preseason
Tips
for Hay Season
Livestock
Market
Outlook

00232_Vermeer_MakingHayMagazineSummer2018_April2018_Orange.indd 2

Spout deflector

SPRING 2019

ALL IN A DAY’S WORK

Date of Purchase:

8.8 ft (2.7 m)

February 1 - April 30, 2018. Offer is non-transferable valid for one use per household and available only from participating dealers. Offer can be combined with existing retail offers. Additional program information provided upon request. Offer subject to change without notice. Vermeer Credit Corporation standard credit

8.5 ft (2.6 m)

application must be submitted and approved to qualify for financing. Void where prohibited. Cash value of 1/100 of one cent. Vermeer, the Vermeer logo and Equipped to Do More are trademarks of Vermeer Manufacturing Company in the U.S. and/or other countries. © 2018 Vermeer Corporation. All Rights Reserved

Flotation tires — 16.5L-16.1SL 6 SofTrac II

Height

Serial Number:



Dealership Number:

15.6 ft (4.8 m)

Model:

15.8 ft (4.8 m)

Dealer Redemption: Refer to Sales & Marketing Bulletin #2018-06.*Offer available in the U.S. only. Redeem coupon at your local Vermeer Forage Dealership. This discount offer applies exclusively to the purchase of new Vermeer wholegood products, excluding the Catapult CPX9000 bale processor, purchased between

Extra cut control bars kit

15.8 ft (4.8 m)

FINANCING

BALANCING FALL
DORMANCY
and winter survival
in alfalfa

Through Vermeer Credit Corporation you
and your dealer can determine a payment
structure that fits your budget, schedule and
needs. For more information on financing
options or retail incentives, visit Vermeer.com
or contact your local dealer.

Netwrap
vs. Twine

MARKET HAY
LIKE
A PRO
with these five tips
Dealership:



Length

Customer Address:

CPX9000

COUPON CODE: MH18

FPX9000

THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
VERMEER HAY TOOL BETWEEN
FEBRUARY 1 - APRIL 30, 2018.*

BP X 9010

<<CUSTOMER NAME>>:

DIMENSIO NS AN D WEI GHTS

RECEIVE $500 OFF

B PX 9010/FPX9000/ CPX9000 BAL E PR O C E S S O R S S P E C IFICAT IO NS
BPX9000 SPECIFICATIONS

The Right
Hay Rake

BEST BEDDING
for the Job
PRACTICES
Comfortable cattle are
productive cattle

01459_Vermeer_MakinHaySpring2019_Jan2019_PRESS.indd 2

5/21/18 2:09 PM

SERVICE

Expect top service from our independent
authorized dealers backed by factory product
support service teams. Our mission is to provide
you with a level of experience and expertise
that goes far beyond product knowledge, sales
training and financing programs.

PARTS

When it’s time to make hay, it’s time to make
hay. That’s why we operate on the premise
that parts and service support doesn’t help
tomorrow when you’re in the field today. And we
support it with one of the most sophisticated and
responsive parts centers in the industry.

Learn more about mowers,
rakes, tedders, balers,
wrappers and processors
on Vermeer.com.

TECH STRIVES FOR
DEALERatSERVICE
highest level
1/7/19 9:33 AM

Follow along with what's new at Vermeer Ag!

* MinimumPTO
PTOhorsepower
horsepowerwith
withautomatic
automaticbale
balefeed.
feed.Without
Withoutautomatic
automaticbale
balefeed,
feed,use
userecommended
recommendedPTO
PTOhorsepower.
horsepower.
*Minimum
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Vermeer Corporation
1410 Vermeer Road East
Pella, Iowa 50219
800-370-3659 • Vermeer.com
Vermeer Corporation reserves the right to make changes in engineering, design and
specifications; add improvements; or discontinue manufacturing at any time without
notice or obligation.
Equipment shown is for illustrative purposes only and may display optional accessories
or components specific to their global region. Please contact your local Vermeer dealer
for more information on machine specifications.
Specifications, descriptions and illustrative material herein are as accurate as known
at time of publication, but are subject to change without notice. Availability of some
models and equipment builds varies according to the country in which the equipment
is used.
Vermeer, the Vermeer logo, Catapult and Final Cut are trademarks of Vermeer
Manufacturing Company in the U.S. and/or other countries.
© 2019 Vermeer Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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